RECYCLE IT

-- PLEASE, RECYCLE GLASS SEPARATELY--

PLASTIC BOTTLES, TUBS & JUGS; PAPER & CARDBOARD, CANS & ALUMINUM FOIL TOO

RETHINK WASTE  RethinkWasteProject.org
Plastic cups, clamshells and film, plastic lined paper products

Paper cups, cartons, to-go boxes, and frozen food boxes are all lined in plastic.
COMPOST IT

RAW FRUIT & VEGGIE SCRAPS, TEA, COFFEE, GARDEN AND YARD DEBRIS

COMPOST THESE IN YOUR HOME COMPOST SYSTEM OR IN YOUR “YARD DEBRIS” BIN*

*AVAILABLE WITHIN CITY LIMITS

RETHINK WASTE
RethinkWasteProject.org
COMPOST IT

Bend city limits yard debris carts accept ALL food waste:

RAW FRUIT & VEGGIE SCRAPS, TEA, COFFEE, GARDEN AND YARD DEBRIS

BEND CITY LIMITS YARD DEBRIS CARTS ACCEPT ALL FOOD WASTE

RETHINK WASTE
RethinkWasteProject.org